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Scope 
This application note gives some guidelines to use the MLX90129 for RFID sensor tag applications. The different 
command sequences to read a sensor and the power check system are described. An example to implement a 
temperature sensor tag is explained 
 

Applications 
 Temperature sensor tag 
 Asset management and monitoring (security and integrity) 
 Industrial, medical and residential control and monitoring 

 

Related Melexis Products 
Part No. Temperature suffix  Package Code Option code 

MLX90129RGO R (-40°C to 105°C) GO [TSSOP 20] - 
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Introduction 
The MLX90129 is a RFID sensor tag. It can sense its 
internal temperature sensor and/or external 
resistive sensor in battery less application. The 
energy is provided by a RFID reader. The minimalist 
application is a temperature sensor tag based on the 
MLX90129 temperature sensor. If needed external 
differential resistive sensor such as pressure, strain 
gage, light or gas can be added through the 
MLX90192 sensor interface. There are several 
methods to get the sensor value. One method is 
based on the MLX90129 RFID custom commands. 
The other uses only ISO15693 native commands In 
order to avoid some modification of the ISO15693 
reader. For the applications with a MLX90129 sensor 
tag which can move fast over the RFID reader, a 
procedure which detects the electromagnetic field 
variation is described. This application note puts 
together all the necessary information, such as 
options description and basic configuration, in order 
to allow a quick and easy implementation of the 
MLX90129 sensor tag applications. 
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1.General information   

1.1. hardware implementation  

 
The MLX90129 embeds an internal temperature sensor and has the ability to connect up to two external 
differential sensors. It can be configured to process up to three sensors. The following schematics show the 
possible configurations.  
 
 
Thanks to the MLX90129 internal temperature sensor, the 
temperature sensor tag application requires only an external 
capacitor and a RFID loop antenna. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If more environmental values need to be sense, two external 
differential resistive sensors can be connected.  

 
 
 
 
 

1.2. RFID reader  

  
The MLX90129 used for sensor tag application is a battery less tag. The energy and the commands are provided by 
an off-the-shelf RFID reader compliant with the international RFID standard ISO15693. The FCC/CE certified USB 
desktop reader from Proxima RF is used in the MLX90129 development kit. Further information can be found on 
the ISO website www.iso.org and on the ProximaRF website www.proximarf.com. 
  
There are two possibilities to read MLX90129 sensors. One uses MLX90129 custom RFID command (Read Internal 
Device) and the second uses only the native commands defined in the standard ISO15693 (Read and Write Single 
Block). MLX90129 customs commands allows more flexibility but require to be implemented in the reader. Most of 
the off-the-shelf ISO15693 reader allows to implement easily such kind of commands. When the ISO15693 native 
commands are used, there is no need to implement new set of commands. The protocol using the custom is 
detailed in the following paragraph. The protocol using only ISO15693 native commands is the object of the specific 
paragraph: 4.Read sensor value with ISO15693 native command. 
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1.3. Sensor configuration in MLX90129 memory  

  
The MLX90129 EEPROM memory offers three areas to configure the sensors (sensor 0, sensor 1, and sensor 2). 
Each sensor configuration area allows to set the ADC settings, the gain, the offset, the threshold, etc. Two registers 
are used to configure the common part of the sensors. More information about the sensor configuration can be 
found in the MLX90129 datasheet. The following table summarizes the memory areas addresses. 
  

Address (hex) Description 

0x12 - 0x14 Configuration in common for all 3 sensors 

0x15 - 0x1A Sensor 0 configuration 

0x1B - 0x20 Sensor 1 configuration 

0x21 - 0x26 Sensor 2 configuration 

 
The sensor used is the one loaded into the Register file area. The register file is the RAM of the MLX90129. In 
addition to the MLX90129 settings saved in the EEPROM (UID, DMA, timer, SPI, time and power management 
settings), only one sensor configuration is loaded in the Register file. The following picture illustrates this load from 
EEPROM to register file. The selection of the sensor loaded in the register file (sensor 0, sensor 1 or sensor 2) 
depends of the state of MLX90129 or the command sent. 
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DMA configuration
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Master SPI configuration

Time & Power management

Sensor 0 configuration
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Sensor 1 configuration

Sensor 2 configuration

UID

Security configuration
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EEPROM REGISTER FILE

Update command

or Power On
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command

 
 
After power–on or after the RFID command “Update Register File”, the configuration of the sensor 0 in EEPROM 
(0x15-0x1A) is copied into the register file. 
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Common configuration:

UID, Security, DMA, time

management, etc.

(from 0x00 to 0x14)

Sensor 0 configuration
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Sensor 1 configuration
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Sensor 0 configuration

EEPROM REGISTER FILE

Command “Update Register File”
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Power-On

Common configuration:
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management, etc.

(from 0x00 to 0x14)

 
  
To load a specific sensor, the associated ADC buffer available in the internal device domain of the MLX90129 has to 
be read. The RFID command code to read the internal device domain is “0xA21F”. 
 

ADC buffer Address RFID commands 

ADC buffer sensor 0 0x06 03A21F06 crc 

ADC buffer sensor 1 0x07 03A21F07 crc 

ADC buffer sensor 2 0x08 03A21F08 crc 

 
Notes: In the following paragraphs, the expression “Read ADC buffer 0” is considered as similar as the RFID 
command “Read Internal device 06” and respectively with ADC buffer sensor 1 and ADC buffer sensor 2. 
    
The following pictures illustrate what is loaded from the EEPROM to the Register file after each “Read ADC buffer” 
commands 
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Common configuration:
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/!\ the RFID response after a Read Internal Device 0x06, 0x07 or 0x08 command is always the error code 0xA1 (The 
selected Device is busy). It is due to the fact that this command loads the sensor configuration from EEPROM to 
Register Files and start the ADC conversion. The RFID answer is sent after about 300 us whereas the ADC 
conversion takes some milliseconds, so when answering the MLX90129 is busy so the error code 0xA1. The 
following paragraphs explain how to get the output of the ADC conversion.  
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1.4. Sensor conversion chronology  

  
This paragraph describes the several steps of the sensor conversion. Whatever sensor 0, senso1 or sensor 2 is used 
the steps are the same. 
 

 The command read internal device 0x06, 0x07 or 0x08 load the register files with the EEPROM image 
of the selected sensor configuration. 

 The sensor acquisition starts by the waiting time defined in the register “Sensor control word” 
(addresses #15, #1B, #21) bits b12 and b13. During this time, the sensor is supplied but the ADC 
conversion did not start. This time can last from some microseconds up to more than one hundred 
milliseconds depending the settings.  

 After the waiting time, the ADC conversion starts. The last of the ADC conversion depends of the ADC 
settings defined in the register “Sensor control word” (addresses #15, #1B, #21). The ADC mode and 
the number of averaging allow to balance ADC accuracy with conversion time. Depending the settings 
the acquisition time can last from 3.2 ms up to 1.5 seconds. 

 After the ADC conversion the output of this conversion is available in the “RFID local buffer” at the 
address 0x02 of the internal device domain. 

 To get by RFID this value the command read internal device 0x02 has to be sent. 
 

ADC buffer Address RFID commands 

RFID local buffer (read only) 0x02 03A21F02 crc 

 
 The following timeline illustrates the previous steps. Note that the timing proportions are not respected.  
 

Read ADC buffer sensor 0

03A21F06 crc

Load sensor 0

configuration in

the register file

Sensor 0

init time

Answer error code 0xA1

MLX90129 is busy

ADC conversion of sensor 0 value
Sensor 0 ADC output available in

RFID buffer

Read RFID buffer

03A21F02 crc

Answer Sensor 0

ADC output

 
 
It would be exactly similar if sensor 1 configuration was used except that the setting for initialization time and for 
the ADC may be different. 
 

Read ADC buffer sensor 1

03A21F07 crc

Load sensor 1

configuration in

the register file

Sensor 1 init time

Answer error code 0xA1

MLX90129 is busy

ADC conversion of

sensor 1 value

Sensor 1 ADC output available in RFID

buffer

Read RFID buffer

03A21F02 crc

Answer Sensor 1

ADC output
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2.Get sensor value 
 
As shown in the previous paragraph about sensor conversion chronology, the output of the sensor conversion can 
be read by RFID in the RFID buffer (internal device #02). However the reader needs to know when the data is valid 
and available. Two techniques can be implemented.   

2.5. Constant timing technique 

This technique can be implemented when the user knows the settings of the sensor or when the sensing rate is not 
critical. It is simply based on a fixed waiting time. With the settings of the sensor, specifically the initialization time, 
the ADC mode and the averaging, the conversion time can be determined. In addition it is recommended to take a 
margin of 10 or15 %. 
 
Examples: 
 
# Sensor Control word (#15, #1B, #21) = 0x1002 

ADC low power mode disabled  
ADC mode = 00 => 1 conversion lasts 3.2 ms 
Initialization time => 01 => about 2 ms  
Averaging = 10 = mean of 8 samples 

 ADC acquisition time = 2 + 8*3.2 = 27.6 ms 
 
# Sensor Control word (#15, #1B, #21) = 0xD000 

ADC low power mode disabled  
ADC mode = 1 => 1 conversion lasts 21 ms 
Initialization time => 01 => about 2 ms  
Averaging = 00 = single sample 

 ADC acquisition time = 2 + 21 = 23 ms 
 
 
Consequently the sequence of commands to obtain the value of the sensor is: 
 

Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 is supplied by RF field 

Read Internal device 0x06 03A21F06 crc Read ADC buffer sensor 0 

Wait the time needed for the ADC to do the conversion  

Read Internal device 0x02 03A21F02 crc Read the ADC sensor output 

 
 
To cover the entire possible ADC configuration, a reader would need to wait the longest possible acquisition time 
which is:   
# Sensor Control word (#15,#1B, #21) = 0xF83 

ADC low power mode enabled  
ADC mode = 11 => 1 conversion lasts 42 ms 
Initialization time => 11 => about 128 ms  
Averaging = 11 = mean of 32 samples 
 

ADC acquisition time = 128 + 32*42 = 1.47 s 
It could be limiting for the application to have to wait about 1.5 seconds if in reality the conversion time is much 
shorter. So this technique is recommended only when the acquisition time of the sensor is known. Otherwise there 
is the polling technique which is more flexible.    
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2.6. Polling technique  

The polling technique checks IRQ flags, which means that the MLX90129 is still busy. As soon as these flags are 
cleared the output of the ADC conversion can be read in the RFID buffer. 
 
When the MLX90129 is busy, the bits 0 and 1 of the RFID status word at the address 0x01 of the internal device 
domain are set to 1. 
 

Bits Name Description 

#01 – RFID interrupt & status word 

1 Last_Transaction_Status This bit indicates whether the last request has been processed 
(‘0’) or not (‘1’). In this latter case, the MLX90129 ignores any 
new request. 

0 Core_Main_Status The system is busy with an internal operation and the request 
from RFID cannot be processed. 

 
To get the status of these bits the internal device domain at the address 0x01 has to be read with the following 
command 
 

action Address RFID commands 

Read RFID interrupt & status word 0x01 03A21F01 crc 

 
In order to limit the number of commands sent to the MLX90129 it is advised to implement delay between polling 
sequences. Consequently the sequence of commands to obtain the value of the sensor is: 
 

Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 is supplied by RF field 

Read Internal device 0x06 03A21F06 crc Read ADC buffer sensor 0 

Optional: Wait at least  3.2ms ( minimal ADC conversion time) 

Do { 

Read Internal device 0x01 03A21F01 crc Read RFID interrupt & status word 

Optional: Wait 1 ms or more between each polling 
     } While (bit 0 and bit 1 are not cleared)* 

Read Internal device 0x02 03A21F02 crc Read the ADC sensor output 

 
*to avoid infinite loop in case of problem it is advised to implement a watchdog timer. 
 
The following timeline illustrates the protocol. 

Read ADC buffer sensor 0

03A21F06 crc

Load sensor 0

configuration in

the register file

Sensor 0

init time

Answer error code 0xA1

MLX90129 is busy

ADC conversion of sensor 0 value
Sensor 0 ADC output

available in RFID buffer

Read RFID buffer

03A21F02 crc

Answer Sensor 0

ADC output

Read RFID status

03A21F01 crc

Answer 0x0003

=> MLX90129 busy

Read RFID status

03A21F01 crc

Answer 0x0003

=> MLX90129 busy

Read RFID status

03A21F01 crc

Answer 0x0000

=> MLX90129 ready
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The protocol is similar when several sensors are used as described in the following execution example: 
 
Iso15 02A21F06 crc -> // Read ADC buffer sensor 0 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 01A11CA2 CRC OK // error code 0xA1 
 
Iso15 02A21F01 crc -> // Read RFID interrupt & status word 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000300A4EC CRC OK // status word =0x0003 => bits 0 and 1 equal to 11 => device busy 
 
Iso15 02A21F01 crc -> 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000300A4EC CRC OK // status word =0x0003 => device busy 
 
Iso15 02A21F01 crc -> 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000000CCC6 CRC OK // status word =0x0000 => device ready 
 
Iso15 02A21F02 crc -> // Read RFID buffer 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000D93A6D0  CRC OK  // sensor 0 ADC value = 0x3AD9 
 
Iso15 02A21F07 crc -> // Read ADC buffer sensor 1 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 01A11CA2  CRC OK // error code 0xA1 
 
Iso15 02A21F01 crc -> // Read RFID interrupt & status word 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000000CCC6  CRC OK // status word =0x0000 => device ready 
 
Iso15 02A21F02 crc ->// Read RFID buffer 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 00346FFF8C  CRC OK // sensor 1 ADC value = 0x6F34 
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3.Weak field detection 
 
In the application where the MLX90129 sensor tag can be used in movement or at different distance of the reader 
it is possible that the variation of the supply due to the weak electromagnetic field corrupts the sensor value. For 
this reason, weak field detection can be implemented. This method is based on an internal block and requires only 
a very simple calibration. 

3.7. Sensor settings 

 
The following settings have to be applied in one of the sensor configuration area in the MLX90129 EEPROM (sensor 
0, sensor 1 or sensor 2).  It correspond to a configuration where the bits to enable the power check are set to ‘1’ in 
the “Connection register”. The following example sets the weak field detection settings in sensor 0 area in 
EEPROM. 
   

Content # Hexa 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Control word 15 0070 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Low threshold 16 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

High threshold 17 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conditioner config. 18 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Connection config. 19 E000 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Resistance network 1A 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
/!\ The weak field check works only when the MLX90129 is used in high voltage mode (not the default setting).  
 
To switch the MLX90129 in high voltage mode, the bit 3 of the EE-Latches word 1 (Internal device 0x04) has to be 
reset. So the command Write Internal Device #04 with data 0x0003 has to be sent. After this command the 
MLX90129 needs to be reset. 
 

Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 is supplied by RF field 

Write 0x0003 in internal device 0x04 03A31F040300 crc No responds from the tag 

Field OFF   

Field ON   

Read  internal device 0x04 03A21F04 crc Answer 0x0003 => High Volt Mode selected 

 

3.8. Weak field threshold 

The weak field detector is used as any sensor. The methods described in the previous paragraph to get the sensor 
value can be applied. It is necessary to define a threshold which corresponds to the limit of the correct supply of 
the MLX90129. To define the threshold, place the tag in the operating volume of the reader. Close to the antenna 
is usually the best position. Then read the sensor which corresponds to the weak field detection settings. For 
example if you have set it in sensor 0, read ADC buffer sensor 0. 
 
The number of significant bits used in the threshold will impact the application. The reading distance, the number 
of valid data, etc will be impacted. So the threshold value has to be chosen carefully after characterization. The 
value has to be stored in the MLX90129 EEPROM. In the following example it is stored in address 0x2A. For the 
internal temperature sensor, 8 significant bits are enough. 
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Iso15 02A21F06 crc -> // Read ADC buffer sensor 0 (weak field detector) 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 01A11CA2  CRC OK 
 
Iso15 02A21F01 crc -> // Read RFID interrupt & status word 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000000CCC6  CRC OK 
 
Iso15 02A21F02 crc -> // Read RFID buffer 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 00949A2283  CRC OK // sensor 0 ADC value = 0x9A94 
// 8 MSbits from 0x9A94 = 0x9A00  
 
Iso15 42212A009A crc -> // data 0x9A00 is written in EEPROM 0x0A 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 0078F0  CRC OK 
 
Iso15 02202A crc -> // The Weak field threshold is read back in EEPROM 0x0A 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 00009A1FFD  CRC OK // Vbandgap EEPROM #2A : 0x9A00 
 

3.9.    Implementation with a sensor 

 
To illustrate how the weak field detection can be implemented, the internal temperature sensor is taken as an 
example. The weak field detection settings are in sensor 0 and internal temperature sensor settings are in sensor 1. 
If the movement of the tag over the reader is very fast, a weak field detection has to be implemented before and 
after the sensor conversion, if it is not the case a simple check before or after may be enough to ensure the validity 
of the data.  The data of the sensor is valid only if the output of the weak field detection is above the threshold. 
 
 In the following sequence, the field is checked before and after the conversion of the temperature sensor.   
 
 

Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 is supplied by RF field 

Read EEPROM 0x2A 03202A crc Read the Field_Threshold 

 

Read Internal device 0x06 03A21F06 crc Read ADC buffer sensor 0 (weak field detector) 

Read Internal device 0x02 03A21F02 crc Get the Field_value_1 

Read Internal device 0x07 03A21F07 crc Read ADC buffer sensor 0 (internal temperature sensor) 

Read Internal device 0x01 03A21F01 crc Check interrupt. Continue if device is no busy  

Read Internal device 0x02 03A21F02 crc Get temperature value 

Read Internal device 0x06 03A21F06 crc Read ADC buffer sensor 0 (weak field detector) 

Read Internal device 0x02 03A21F02 crc Get the Field_value-2 

The temperature value is valid only if : 
“Field value 1” > “Field_Threshold” and if “Field_value_2” > “Field_Threshold” 
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The following example illustrates the different RFID commands: 
 
Iso15 02202A crc -> // Read EEPROM 0x2A 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 00009A1FFD  CRC OK  //Threshold = 0x9A00 
 
Iso15 02A21F06 crc -> // Read ADC buffer sensor 0 (weak field detector) 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 01A11CA2 CRC OK 
 
Iso15 02A21F02 crc -> 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 00969A92B0 CRC OK // Field value 1 = 0x9A96 
 
Iso15 02A21F07 crc -> / Read ADC buffer sensor 1 (internal temperature sensor) 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 01A11CA2CRC OK 
 
Iso15 02A21F01 crc -> // Read RFID interrupt & status word 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 000000CCC6  CRC OK // device not busy 
 
Iso15 02A21F02 crc -> 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 0093945427  CRC OK // Get internal temperature sensor value 0x9493 
 
Iso15 02A21F06 crc -> // Read ADC buffer sensor 0 (weak field detector) 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 01A11CA2  CRC OK 
 
Iso15 02A21F02 crc -> 
   <- OK - Command has been sent 
   <- TAG Resp 00989A822A  CRC OK // Field value 2 = 0x9A98 
 
//  Field value 1 (0x9A96) > Threshold (0x9A00) 
//  Field value 2 (0x9A98) > Threshold (0x9A00) 
//  So,the internal temperature sensor value (0x9493) is valid  
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4.Read sensor value with ISO15693 native command 
 
The following paragraph gives a method to read MLX90129 sensors when the application does not allow to 
implement the MLX90129 custom commands such as “Update register” or “Read Internal Device”. The principle is 
to configure the MLX90129 to save the sensor data in MLX90129 memory. As the MLX90129 memory can be 
accessed with ISO15693 native commands Read and Write Single Block, there is no need to implement additional 
custom commands. 

4.1. Memory settings 

This method is based on the datalogging features of the MLX90129.  Bits 12, 13, 14 of EEPROM 0x09 will allow to 
select which sensor will be saved in the internal memory. The number of sensor saved will impact the value of 
EEPROM 0x0C. Finally the final location of the sensor conversion output in the MLX90129 memory is determined 
by the EEPROM 0x0B. In the following example the Sensor 0 will be saved in EEPROM 0x0B (/!\ the address has to 
be above 0x29 otherwise it will overwrite the configuration data)    
For more information please report to the MLX90192 datasheet and the application note about datalogging. 
 
The following settings have to be written if only sensor 0 is used  
Content # Hexa 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

configuration 09 1071 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

source start address 0A 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

destination start address 0B 002B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 

processing length 0C 0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 
The following settings have to be written if sensor 0 and sensor 1 are used (data from sensor 0 will be saved in 
EEPROM 0x2B and sensor 1 data will be saved in EEPROM 0x2C)  
Content # Hexa 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

configuration 09 3071 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

source start address 0A 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

destination start address 0B 002B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 

processing length 0C 0002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

 
The following settings have to be written if sensor 0, sensor 1 and sensor 2 are used (data from sensor 0 will be 
saved in EEPROM 0x2B, sensor 1 data will be saved in EEPROM 0x2C and sensor 2 data will be saved in EEPROM 
0x2D)  
Content # Hexa 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

configuration 09 7071 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 

source start address 0A 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

destination start address 0B 002B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 

processing length 0C 0003 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

 
Then the settings of the sensor are to be written in the MLX90129 memory. Care should be taken to set the bits 4, 
5, 6 of the sensor control word (address 0x15, 0x1B, 0x21) as shown in the following example for internal 
temperature sensor: 

Content # Hexa 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Control word 15 C070 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Low threshold 16 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

High threshold 17 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Conditioner config. 18 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Connection config. 19 0231 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

Resistance network 1A 8000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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4.2. Reading protocol  

Once programmed it is necessary to follow a defined protocol in order to read the sensor value. The sensor values 
available in the MLX90129 memory (address 0x2B, 0x2C, 0x2D in the previous example) are updated at each reset 
of the sensor tag. The tag is reset by switching off the electromagnetic field of the RFID reader. After a reset the tag 
has to be supplied long enough to perform the conversion of the sensors. During this time the electromagnetic 
field of the reader should remain switch on continuously. To ensure that sensor data have been correctly updated 
it is advised to overwrite previous data with data 0xFFFF.  The following table summarizes the protocol.   

Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 is supplied by RF field 

Write EEPROM 0x2B 43212BFFFF crc Overwrite the previous sensor data 

Field OFF  The MLX90129 is reset 

Wait at least 10 ms  

Field ON  The MLX90129 is supplied by RF field the datalogging starts 

Wait at least the conversion time (to  be adapted depending the sensor configuration ) 

Read EEPROM 0x0B 03202B crc sensor 0 value  

4.3. Example with the internal temperature sensor 

In the following example, the whole sequence of commands sent to configure and read a MLX90129 configured to 
work as a temperature sensor tag with weak field detection are described. 
The internal temperature sensor configuration is implemented in sensor 1 and the weak field detector is 
implemented in sensor 0 and 2 in order to check the field strength before and after the conversion of the internal 
temperature sensor. We assume that the weak field threshold have been saved in the EEPROM at the address 
0x2A. 
 
Configuration: (executed only once) 

Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 RFID communication is switched on 

DMA and Power Configuration (MLX90129 EEPROM) 

Write EEPROM #09 with 0x7071 4321097170 crc Datalogging with the 3 sensors 

Write EEPROM #0A with 0x0000 43210A0000 crc  

Write EEPROM #0B with 0x002B 43210B2B00 crc Sensor data are saved in 0x2B, 0x2C and 0x2D  

Write EEPROM #0C with 0x0003 43210C0300 crc 3 data are saved 

Write EEPROM #12 with 0x20FF 432112FF20 crc Set power settings 

Sensor 0 Configuration with weak field settings (MLX90129 EEPROM) 

Write EEPROM #15 with 0x0070 4321157000 crc Sensor 0 configuration with weak field settings  
(cf 3. Weak field detection) Write EEPROM #16 with 0x0000 4321160000 crc 

Write EEPROM #17 with 0x0000 4321170000 crc 

Write EEPROM #18 with 0x0000 4321180000 crc 

Write EEPROM #19 with 0xE000 43211900E0 crc 

Write EEPROM #1A with 0x0000 43211A0000 crc 

Sensor 1 Configuration with Internal temperature settings (MLX90129 EEPROM) 

Write EEPROM #1B with 0xC070 43211B70C0 crc Sensor 1 configuration Internal temperature sensor 
settings  
(cf EVB90129 user manual) 

Write EEPROM #1C with 0x0000 43211C0000 crc 

Write EEPROM #1D with 0x0000 43211D0000 crc 

Write EEPROM #1E with 0x0000 43211E0000 crc 

Write EEPROM #1F with 0x0231 43211F3102 crc 

Write EEPROM #20 with 0x8000 4321200080 crc 

Sensor 2 Configuration with weak field settings (MLX90129 EEPROM) 

Write EEPROM #21 with 0x0070 4321217000 crc Sensor 0 configuration with weak field settings  
(cf 3. Weak field detection) Write EEPROM #22 with 0x0000 4321220000 crc 

Write EEPROM #23 with 0x0000 4321230000 crc 

Write EEPROM #24 with 0x0000 4321240000 crc 

Write EEPROM #25 with 0xE000 43212500E0 crc 

Write EEPROM #26 with 0x0000 4321260000 crc 
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Initialization sequence:  (executed before each measurement session) 
Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 RFID communication is switched on 

Read weak field threshold 

Read EEPROM #2A  03202A crc Get the threshold value of the weak field detector 

Initialize sensor value area 

Write EEPROM #2B with 0xFFFF 43212BFFFF crc Initialize sensor 0 EEPROM value  

Write EEPROM #2C with 0xFFFF 43212CFFFF crc Initialize sensor 1 EEPROM value 

Write EEPROM #2D with 0xFFFF 43212DFFFF crc Initialize sensor 2 EEPROM value 

 

Field OFF  The MLX90129 is reset 

 
Sensor measurement sequence: (to be repeated continuously to get new sensor value)  
Actions RFID commands Comments 

Field ON  The MLX90129 RFID communication is switched on 

Wait at least the conversion time (to  be adapted depending the sensor configuration ) ( 100 ms – 1.5 sec) 

Read EEPROM #2B 03202B crc Get sensor 0 value 

Read EEPROM #2C 03202C crc Get sensor 1 value 

Read EEPROM #2D 03202D crc Get sensor 2 value 

Write EEPROM #2B with 0xFFFF 43212BFFFF crc Initialize sensor 0 EEPROM value  

Write EEPROM #2C with 0xFFFF 43212CFFFF crc Initialize sensor 1 EEPROM value 

Write EEPROM #2D with 0xFFFF 43212DFFFF crc Initialize sensor 2 EEPROM value 

Field OFF  The MLX90129 is reset 

Wait at least 10 ms 

 
Temperature value validation:  
According to the configuration, the temperature measured with sensor 1 is valid only if sensor 0 and sensor 2 
values are above weak field threshold.   

5.Trouble shooting notes 
 
In case of failure in the implementation of a sensor tag application the following list has to be checked in order to 
identify the issue.  
 
The MLX90129 is busy (error code 0xA1):  

 Check the configuration of the ADC for each sensor and estimate the conversion time. Then add delays 
between commands in your implementation in order to match with the conversion time.     

 
The ADC value are not updated:  

 Add delays between each RFID commands in order to let the time to the MLX90129 to process the 
conversion.  

 
The weak field detector reduces the reading range:  

 It is normal, the energy needed to do a sensor conversion is more important than to process a simple 
inventory command. In order to minimize the impact the threshold value has to be affined.    

 
The sensor data are not saved in the MLX90129 memory:  

 Check the configuration of the address 0x09, 0x0A, 0x0B and 0x0C to know how many sensor and where 
sensor data will be saved in EEPROM. 

 Check that the bits 4, 5, 6 of the sensor control word (address 0x15, 0x1B, 0x21) are set to ‘1’.  
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6.Conclusion 
This application note allows a fast implementation of the MLX90129 sensor tag applications. The settings have to 
be adapted according to the application. The flexibility of the MLX90129 allows to use any kind of resistive sensor 
with any kind of ISO15693 RFID reader.  
 
For additional information, please contact our Direct Sales team and get help for your specific needs: 

Europe, Africa Telephone: +32 13 67 04 95 

 Email : sales_europe@melexis.com 

Americas Telephone: +1 603 223 2362 

 Email : sales_usa@melexis.com 

Asia Email : sales_asia@melexis.com 
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7.Disclaimer 
 

The content of this document is believed to be correct and accurate. However, the content of this document is furnished "as is" 
for informational use only and no representation, nor warranty is provided by Melexis about its accuracy, nor about the results 
of its implementation. Melexis assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies that may appear in this 
document. Customer will follow the practices contained in this document under its sole responsibility. This documentation is in 
fact provided without warranty, term, or condition of any kind, either implied or expressed, including but not limited to 
warranties of merchantability, satisfactory quality, non-infringement, and fitness for purpose. Melexis, its employees and agents 
and its affiliates' and their employees and agents will not be responsible for any loss, however arising, from the use of, or 
reliance on this document. Notwithstanding the foregoing, contractual obligations expressly undertaken in writing by Melexis 
prevail over this disclaimer. 
 
This document is subject to change without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by Melexis. Therefore, before 
placing orders or prior to designing the product into a system, users or any third party should obtain the latest version of the 
relevant information.  
Users or any third party must determine the suitability of the product described in this document for its application, including the 
level of reliability required and determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose.  
 
This document as well as the product here described may be subject to export control regulations. Be aware that export might 
require a prior authorization from competent authorities. The product is not designed, authorized or warranted to be suitable in 
applications requiring extended temperature range and/or unusual environmental requirements. High reliability applications, 
such as medical life-support or life-sustaining equipment or avionics application are specifically excluded by Melexis. The product 
may not be used for the following applications subject to export control regulations: the development, production, processing, 
operation, maintenance, storage, recognition or proliferation of: 
1. chemical, biological or nuclear weapons, or for the development, production, maintenance or storage of missiles for such 
weapons; 
2. civil firearms, including spare parts or ammunition for such arms; 
3. defense related products, or other material for military use or for law enforcement; 
4. any applications that, alone or in combination with other goods, substances or organisms could cause serious harm to persons 
or goods and that can be used as a means of violence in an armed conflict or any similar violent situation. 
 
No license nor any other right or interest is granted to any of Melexis' or third party's intellectual property rights. 
 
If this document is marked “restricted” or with similar words, or if in any case the content of this document is to be reasonably 
understood as being confidential, the recipient of this document shall not communicate, nor disclose to any third party, any part 
of the document without Melexis’ express written consent. The recipient shall take all necessary measures to apply and preserve 
the confidential character of the document. In particular, the recipient shall (i) hold document in confidence with at least the 
same degree of care by which it maintains the confidentiality of its own proprietary and confidential information, but no less 
than reasonable care; (ii) restrict the disclosure of the document solely to its employees for the purpose for which this document 
was received, on a strictly need to know basis and providing that such persons to whom the document is disclosed are bound by 
confidentiality terms substantially similar to those in this disclaimer; (iii) use the document only in connection with the purpose 
for which this document was received, and reproduce document only to the extent necessary for such purposes; (iv) not use the 
document for commercial purposes or to the detriment of Melexis or its customers. The confidentiality obligations set forth in 
this disclaimer will have indefinite duration and in any case they will be effective for no less than 10 years from the receipt of this 
document.  
 
This disclaimer will be governed by and construed in accordance with Belgian law and any disputes relating to this disclaimer will 
be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Brussels, Belgium. 
 
The invalidity or ineffectiveness of any of the provisions of this disclaimer does not affect the validity or effectiveness of the other 
provisions. 
The previous versions of this document are repealed.   
 
Melexis © - No part of this document may be reproduced without the prior written consent of Melexis.  (2020) 
 
IATF 16949 and ISO 14001 Certified 
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